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127. ll.imbeddings of Homotopy Spheres

By Kiyoshi KATASE

(Comm. by Kenjiro SHODA, M. .A., Sept. 12, 1968)

1o Let 9 be the group of homotopy n-spheres and let us con-
sider the z-imbedding (i.e., imbedding with a trivial normal bundle)
of S e 9 in the (n+ k)-dimensional euclidean space R/.

I S is -imbeddable in Rn/, then the connected sum SS is
also =-imbeddable in R/. Thus we want to determine the smallest
codimension with which the generator S o 9n is -imbeddable.

In [l], W. C. Hsiang, J. Levine, and R. H. Szczarba showed that
every homotopy n-sphere is -imbeddable in R/ if k>=n--2 or all n

or k,.n+l or n<15 They also showed that (e (9Z) is not
2

z-imbeddable in R.
Now, owing to the classification theorem o S. P. Novikov [6], we

can calculate the number of the differentiable structures o a direct
product of spheres and this gives us some informations on our prob-
lem. In this way, we obtain the ollowing results.

8 9 10 13 14 15 16 17n

o.rder of 2 8 6 3 2 16256 2 16

order of
{9(a) 1 2 1 1 1 8128 1 2

k 4 4 46 34 ?8 34 14 ?13

(k is the. smallest codimension with which the generator o2 (On is z-imbeddable.)

If 9--0 or 9(3zr), then ]-1 or 2 respectively ([3], Theorem I).
2. Lemma 1. If (n>=5) is zr-imbeddable in R+, $hen n

X S-1 is diffeomorphic to S S-.
The proof is the same as that of Theorem 5.2 in [7].
Conversely, we have
Lemma 2. If Sn S- and SnS- are diffeomorphic modulo a

point, then S is r-imbeddable in Rn+.
Proof. Since (S S-) Sn+- is diffeomorphic to S S- and

S+- can be summed to SnS- away rom S Xo for some point

x0 e S-, the imbedding
S (S S-) Sn+-S S-Rn+

has a trivial normal bundle.
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From these lemmas, we have
Corollary, . A necessary and sufficient condition for S S-and SS- to be di[feomorphic modulo a point is that they are

di]eomorphic.
Thus our problem is reduced to finding the smallest/c such that

S- is diffeomorphic modulo a point to S S-, and hence the
classification theorem of Novikov is useful.

Let E-+ 7n/_(S-) G(n)=7n+N(Sv) be the (N--k+ 1)-fold
suspension homomorphism and let J 7(S0)-----, G(n) be the stable
J-homomorphism. Then the classification theorem applied to S" S-([6], Theorem 11.5) can be restated as follows.

Theorem 4. If EV-+(lrn+_(S-)) UJ(7n(SO))-G(n), then S
is =-imbeddable in Rn/.

:. As for the notations, we follow the usage in H. Toda [8].
The case n-8. Levine showed that is imbeddable in RTM and

is not imbeddable in R ([4]).
Let 2 be the generator of (SO)Z and let ] be the generator of

7s(Sr)-Z., then 7s(SOv)-Z[2o]]. Since J7(2) generates G(7)-Z[a]
+Z[a] + Z[a,], it follows that Js(,o])= ao] + ([8], Theorm 7.1).

On the other hand, (S)-Z.[] where E-(e)-. Hence
E-s((S)) t Js(rs(SOv))- G(8) Z:[] + Z[] and it follows from Theo-
rem 4 that S] is -imbeddable in R.

The case n=9. Levine showed that S] is imbeddable in R and
is not imbeddable in RTM.

Since (SO)-Z[2oo], it ollows that J(2oioi)-ao]-
+ ]oe, ([8], Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4).

On the other hand, ,.(S)-Z[/] +Z.[]o] where E-(/)-,u
and E-(ioe)- ]oe. Hence E-(7(S)) [.) J(7(SOv))- G(9) Z[]

+ Z.[/] + Z.[]o] and it follows that S0 is -imbeddable in R.
The case n-10. Levine showed that S is imbeddable in RTM and

is not imbeddable in R.
Although 0(SO)=0, we know that E-; (S) )G(10) is

epimorphic ([8], Theorems 7.3 and 13.9). Hence S is -imbeddable in
RTM. But E-; (S) )G(10) is not epimorphic, so we can not tell
whether S is -imbeddable in R or not.

The case n= 13. Since E-(z(S))-G(13) ([8], Theorem 13.10),
S is -imbeddable in R.

But we can not tell whether S is =-imbeddable in R or not since
7(SOv) O and Ev-(r(S))- O.

The case n= 14. It is known that S is -imbeddable in R ([1]).
But we can not decrease the codimension by our method.

The case n= 15. In this case, we know that 7s(SOv) Z and the
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generator p of G(15) Z[p] /Z[] /Z[] /Z[,] belongs to Im J
(see, for example, [5]).

On the other hand, we know that Ev-(7s(S))-Z[]/Z[a]
/Z[a,] ([8], Theorems 10.5, 13.10, and Proposition 13.6). Thus we
have E-(zs(S))J(z(SOv))-G(15), and it follows that is
-imbeddable in R.

But we can not tell whether S is -imbeddable in Rs or not.
The case n--16. We know tha S is -imbeddable in R and

there exists an imbedding in R with a non-trivial normal bundle ([1]).
Since every imbedding is isotopic in this case, we have that S is not
-imbeddable in R.

The case n-17. Since we know that E-; (STM) G(17) is
epimorphic ([8], Theorem 12.17), S is -imbeddable in R. But we
can not decrease the codimension by our method.
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